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Biography

N/A


Directory includes names, addresses, professional position and area of specialty for American psychologists.


Sec. 2 Social and Behavioral Sciences. A biographical directory for all areas of the social sciences for individuals who have received recognition through achievement, or research, or attained a position of substantial responsibility. A Discipline Index is in preparation.

Dictionaries and Glossaries


Provides clear and concise definitions of terms most frequently used in psychiatry.


A list of terms related to psychological concepts. Divided into alphabetical, relationship and hierarchical sections, it aids research and retrieval operations in Psychological Abstracts.


Authoritative for the period written and still useful. Helps in understanding the meaning of terms and interprets the movements and developments of thought.

There are concise definitions, longer articles and some biographies.

A good basic dictionary for nomenclature in psychology as well as relevant terms from mathematics, medicine and other related fields. Good cross-references.


A distinguished group completed the Dictionary after the author’s death. Contains concise definitions with frequent cross-references. German and French equivalents, and glossaries help to make this a valuable tool in spite of its publication date.


Dictionary covers all areas of psychology. Includes appendices for classification of mental disorders and ethical standards of psychology.

Encyclopedias


Long-valued in the field of education this one-volume encyclopedia arranged by subject also has many long articles on psychological topics. Some articles have bibliographies.


Designed to meet growing needs for sound information in simple terms. Each of the 170 articles, by authors of reputation, is presented in a question and answer format. There are name and subject indexes and a glossary. Library also has a one-volume edition in mini-print.


Edited by Philip L. Harriman and written by many contributors this still useful one-volume encyclopedia has lengthy articles on selected subjects with emphasis on trends in psychology. Includes some bibliographies.


This encyclopedia is arranged alphabetically by subject and is international in scope. Contains brief definitions as well as long signed articles with bibliographies.


Prepared by two psychotherapists, Albert Ellis and Albeft Abarbanel, with the aid of contributors from various fields. A well-rounded treatment with both conservative and liberal points of view represented.


Quite comprehensive in coverage and useful as access to basic literature of all the social sciences including the fields of psychiatry and psychology. Many articles are biographical. Good bibliographies. An excellent index volume gives entry to entire set.
Indexes, Abstracts and Bibliographies

Monthly abstracts of experiments with both animals and humans in behavioral biology as well as topics in psychiatry and psychology. Has monthly and cumulative indexes. Until 1972 issued as Communications in Behavioral Biology.

A highly selective interdisciplinary bibliography which includes both books and periodicals with brief author annotations. Author and title index provided.

Contains abstracts of documents not available in existing journals. Copies of manuscripts may be ordered through Journal Supplement Abstract Service of the American Psychological Association.

Published 3 times a year by Society for Research in Child Development. Abstracts journals in biology, psychology, sociology and related topics. Also includes selected book reviews and a list of current books received. Author and subject indexes.

The basic index of 5 volumes (3 supplements bring it up to 1971) was done at Columbia University by clipping each citation in Psychological Index and Psychological Abstracts. Later supplements compiled by publisher. See also entries under Psychological Index and Psychological Abstracts on p. 4.

Continued as Abstracts and Reviews in Behavioral Biology.

Compiled and annotated by psychologists at Harvard University. A selective bibliography of works in the main areas of psychology judged to be the best at the time of publication. Contains an author index.

A dictionary catalog of over 36,000 monographs consisting primarily of historical materials and contemporary research relating to sexual behavior and marriage. Also contains material on abortion, psychiatry, psychology, religion, and women's rights.

Gives information about resources currently available in all fields of personnel services including school counseling, school psychology, and college student personnel work. Divided into four parts: resumes, dissertations, journals, and books. Has subject and author indexes. Published semi-annually.


An annual list of books selected and reviewed by specialists. For each book reviewed there are three or more citations from English language journals in the behavioral sciences and mental health field. A cumulative author-title index is available for 1956-1967.


Annotated abstracts on mental retardation and related handicaps. Categories range from broad to very specific. Author and subject indexes.


Monthly abstracts provide summaries of the world's scientific literature in psychology and related disciplines. Material is divided into 17 major categories. Each issue contains author and brief subject indexes which are cumulated twice a year. Abstracts published since 1967 are now available on machine readable tape and provide basis for automated search and retrieval services. Succeeds Psychological Index.

Psychological Abstracts Cumulated Subject Index to Psychological Abstracts.

Library has 1927/60-1968. Washington, D.C., American Psychological Association. Title varies. Volumes for 1961/65-1966/68 are called supplements to the 1927/60 cumulation. Subjects are alphabetical by broad topics. Each citation is listed alphabetically by title arranged by keyword or phrase. Biographical material is under "Biographies", book reviews are under "Books".


Provides extensive coverage of all the literature of psychology and cognate subjects. Lists books, articles, and translations in a classified arrangement with author index at end of each volume. Succeeded by Psychological Abstracts.


A publication of the National Clearing House for Mental Health Information of the National Institute of Mental Health. Emphasis is on new developments in research into the nature and cause of mental health disorders and methods of treatment and prevention. Cumulative author-subject index based on keywords in title.

An International index of current books, monographs, and brochures published by the American Bibliographic Service. Gives bibliographic descriptions and prices but no annotations.

Social Sciences Citation Index. Library has V.1-(1973)-. Philadelphia, Institute for Scientific Information.
A computer produced inter-disciplinary index to the literature of the social sciences. Published quarterly with an annual cumulation in three sections: Citation index, Corporate and Source index, and Permuterm subject index. Citations are arranged by cited author and then chronologically by author with the original journal citation. Permuterm index arranged by significant words in the title of the article enables the user to search for the most specific subject. International in scope.

Prepared at Russell Sage College this annotated list gives all vital bibliographical information, the subject matter fields covered, and the source of indexing for approximately 450 serial publications. Contains only English language serials and those foreign publications which contain an abstract summary or table of contents in English.